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MINUTES OF THE HIGHWAYS MEETING HELD ON 5 OCTOBER 2010 

 
 

Present:      Cllrs  M.J. Bayley (Chairman), Mrs . K. Dicker, A. Hardie, B. Lock,  

                 C.Pointon-Taylor,  

Apologies:  D. Baker, M.A. Morley 

Clerk:        M.S.Green 

Visitors:     The Committee noted with regret that Colin Jenkins, the Highways Technician, was 

not present despite several reminders. 

 
 

1.   Footpaths, Bridleways & tracks 
   

Forty Green walkway  -  Our application for a Certificate of Lawfulness has twice been returned  

by CDC for more information than we have.  We await a quote to help prepare the application  

from the successors to Jacobs who did the original feasibility study and are applying for £1,500 

from the LAF Local Priorities budget.  We still await legal advice on land ownership. 

 

Footpath signs –  Missing footpath signs should be reported to the Clerk. 

County Rights of Way improvement Plan    The plan for 2007-2011 is now held by the Clerk.   

Parish Paths Partnership – a Parish map is being investigated and Cllr Lock volunteered his 

help.  

Circular walks  -  Cllr Baker has  so far walked nearly 60 out of our 70 FPs.  

 

2.  Highway repairs and traffic matters 
 

Community gang – A Report Sheet dated 5 Oct 10 will be sent in, listing the current tasks. 

Cllr Bayley will report to the LAF meeting on 6 October that the reporting system is not working.  

There is no feedback of any kind and requests can go for years with no apparent action.  Cllr 

Lock volunteered to produce a Report Sheet which incorporated a note of action taken. 

 

Highways problems - Report to Transport for Bucks  through the Clerk as problems arise.  

Attached photos are useful.   Tasks are shown as completed when an order has been placed but 

this often does not mean any action has been taken. Cllr Bayley to raise with LAF. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
School Lane, Penn Street -  CJ agreed there had been considerable damage to verges and banks, 

and they are getting worse, but kerbing is the only lasting answer and there are no funds.  CS & 

CJ will look again at the problem. 

 

Church Road, Tylers Green -  Ken Moloughney will be writing to both Parish Councils (as well 

as District & County Cllrs) asking whether they support the idea of closure in principle, 

regardless at this stage of cost and detailed objections.   He hopes to get the letter out by the end 

of next week and will be including the results of the July traffic survey. 

The P&TG residents Society has suggested setting up a joint working party between the three 

bodies to produce an agreed report on the pros and cons so that we can all reach an informed 

decision.  

Ken will then pass the results of his enquiry to Val Letheren, the Cabinet Member for Highways 

to make the decision on whether to take the matter any further. 

 

Weeds on kerb edge  -  We were told that there will be two sprays this year, but there is no 

evidence of any. 

 

Common Wood Lane  -  The surface dressing is coming off and CJ is chasing  the contractor.  

The bank edge holes have been filled in with tarmac, but the white line and reflector posts have 

not been put in.  The white line has been ordered.  
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Winter maintenance  - The County is hoping for Community Resilience plans from each parish 

which would include details of how the local community can mitigate the effects of prolonged 

snow and ice.  However it was noted that only 6 out of 165 parishes have completed emergency 

plans and that we are already a part of the Chiltern District Emergency Plan.  NFA. 

 

 

3.  Local Area Forum 

 
LAF transport report -A useful update on transport matters prepared for the LAF meeting 

tomorrow was circulated. 

 

Parish Highway projects for 2008/09 -   

Island at Saucy Corner –  Nicholas King has promised to repair the island, but has not done so  

despite the question being raised at a LAF meeting.   CJ had said he would follow up one last  

time and that Highways will do the work if NK does not carry out his promise. County Council 

Development Control met Nicholas King and said they would not adopt his new footway until the 

triangle is repaired. Cllr Bayley will raise this at the LAF meeting tomorrow. 

 
Parish Highway projects for 2010/11  -  The following bid had been agreed 

 a)Resurface footway along Church Road (Penn) - from Nicholas King's office to  

the Crown (£10,000).  £5,000 has been allocated, so half will be done this year and a further 

£5,000 has been bid for 2011/12.   

 
The Local Priority Fund (which  gave £3,000 for the Walkway feasibility study last year) has 

been increased from £8,000 to £20,000.  The following bids are being submitted for 20010/11: 

 

a) The Forty Green Walkway.   This a community-led project which is having difficulty in 

preparing an acceptable planning application and funds are needed to pay a 

draughtsman/architect to do this.  Our estimate of costs is £1,500. 

b) FP 66 from Curzon Avenue to Common Wood – This is to provide a 250 yard all-

weather path along FP66 connecting the B474 at Curzon Avenue with a network of paths 

in Common Wood designed to allow the less-readily mobile a safe passage.   Rights of 

Way currently have no funds for it.  Our estimate of cost is £5,000. 

c) Widmer Pond, Penn.   This is the very large pond at Penn and is the focal point of the 

village.   The perimeter path at water level allows residents, especially children, to get 

close to the water, but it has been seriously eroded over the years.  The overall cost is 

likely to be high, but a contribution of £3,000 is sought. 
 

 

4.  Neighbourhood Action Group 
The Hundreds NAG covers C.St G., Seer Green, Coleshill and Penn.  It is now a ‘virtual’ NAG.  

There have been no recent meetings, but the NAG can be called together if required. 

 

Speed enforcement  - is being targeted in a number of ways including Speed enforcement days; 

Police laser guns; Speed indication device SID ; Community Speed Watch, CSW camera.. 

 

Speed limit changes -  The recent review has agreed two changes – New Road, Penn St to be 

reduced to 40mph and Whielden Lane 50mph to be 30mph.   There was no agreement to reducing 

the 40 to 30mph along the B474 Penn Road from the Red Lion into Beaconsfield.   The changes 

will not be implemented until next year. 

 

Temporary Speed Indicator Devices (TSID)  are post-mounted devices that display the speed 

limit if it is being exceeded so they can only be used where there is a 30 or 40mph limit and not 

generally where speed limit enforcement already takes place regularly.  Parishes can hire them in 

for 2 weeks at a cost of £100 from BCC.   
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An order was made for two TSIDs: Church Road (Penn), which has been in place; and for School 

Lane, Penn Street where  Cllr Lock will arrange a camera to record the speed and number of 

offences.   

 

We should investigate the cost of permanent indicators and Cllr Bayley will ask if they are 

eligible for LAF funds. 

 

 

5.   Traffic signs, road markings, gullies, highway furniture, finger posts and  

      bus shelters 
 
Missing ‘Pedestrians in road’ warning sign adjacent to 10 Whielden Lane - reported via CJ to 

Ken Moloughney, but still missing.  CJ has said it is imminent. 

Roadside gullies -  BCC have now started work on a new contract (which includes side gullies in 

FG Road).   If a gully is blocked then a different team has to clear it. CJ has not sent us a  

promised programme of work. 

Oil & Silt trap at Potters Cross – There are three separate components – silt trap, oil trap and 

ditch.  The silt trap and oil trap were completely cleared by a tanker on site all day on 24 Feb 09.    

CJ  has aid he will raise an order for a regular annual clearance, but no confirmation received.  

Cllr Bayley to raise with LAF.    

Potters Cross Pond – dig out silt and reeds -  Mark Averill minuted that this would be done   

under normal maintenance.  Contact Mark Averill on maverill@buckscc.gov.uk to ensure this 

includes finishing digging out the ditch at the back.  Cllr Bayley to raise with LAF. 

Finger post Fagnall Lane –The sign by Little Hertfordshire House needs repair.  Order new 

traditional sign offering to pay the additional cost. 

Yellow stripes on Elm Road & Church Road, Penn –The July 2009 Council requested a debate 

on whether the heavy painted heavy yellow stripes near the Red Lion and the Crown were 

inappropriate for a Conservation Area.   It was agreed that they should be allowed to fade away.  

CJ will therefore NOT list them for repainting. 

The Granary , Elm Road -  The outside wall has been scraped by a vehicle and the owner is 

immensely concerned.  CJ agreed to paint a white line along the road by the wall and recommend 

reflectors to the householde.  CJ says reflectors ordered, but no visible progress.  It was agreed 

that bollards would cause still more trouble.  

 

 

6.  Highway hedges and verges and pavements 

 
Rural & Urban grass-cutting  -  Highways commitment is to cut all our rural verges twice a year, 

but in practice, we seldom get cuts unless we press for them.  Penn St school field verge has not 

yet been cut despite being in the 30mph urban area which has 12 cuts. and Penn Street being 

shown on their website as due for cutting on 16 Sep 10    

We have also asked for the B474 verge outside Burrows Close to be included.  

Ask Amersham Town Council if they have spare capacity or consider whether to take it over 

ourselves. 

 

Laying Penn Estate hedge on Church Road (Penn)  -  There are two sectors – one near the 

Methodist Chapel and the other below the Crown.  This was raised with the Penn Estate Agent at 

the November Council meeting and in March.  There may be some difficulty with the height in 

that five feet is the highest that will allow a desired view over the top.  Check on progress. 

 

7.  Highway litter, fly tipping and abandoned vehicles 

     We should report all these matters to wmanagement@chiltern.gov.uk    

 

8.  Street & Footway lighting 
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9.  Street and Road naming and signs.  

Holtspur Lane -  may well stay so-called because CDC’s legal advisers are not keen about 

changing the name immediately after such a recent decision had been made by the District 

Council.  Chase progress. 

Unnamed Lanes -  David Stowe has said that all our new and missing name plates are now up, 

but there is a query on the Forty Green sign near Gomms Wood Close. 

Stumpwell Lane -  Consult the two households about putting up a road name plate.    

Dell Orchard name plate off Horsemoor Lane  -  Ordered but not yet in place.  

Potters Cross cast-iron sign post -  Cllr Morley will get a quote for a new arm. 
Penn Street – Cllr Lock reported this was giving rise to some Penn Street, Penn street confusion 

for addresses.  He is making enquiries. 

 

 

11. Future Meeting and Gang dates  -  Meetings are arranged to co-ordinate with 

Community Gang dates.  Since not all members can make the same day, it was agreed to alternate 

Tuesday and Wednesday. 

 

  PPC Highway  Gang dates                 
 Committee   week starting              
  
 Wed 22 Dec   


